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iSCSI: The Universal Storage ConnectionAddison Wesley, 2002
iSCSI: The Universal Storage Connection is an informative overview and in-depth guide to the emerging iSCSI standard, the technology that enables data storage, access, and management over networks, intranets, and the Internet. The iSCSI protocol reduces the total cost of ownership of shared storage solutions and enables an...
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Two-Dimensional Change Detection Methods: Remote Sensing Applications (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Change detection using remotely sensed images has many applications, such as urban monitoring, land-cover change analysis, and disaster management. This work investigates two-dimensional change detection methods. The existing methods in the literature are grouped into four categories: pixel-based, transformation-based, texture analysis-based,...
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BlackBerry Enterprise Server for Microsoft® ExchangePackt Publishing, 2007
This book for IT professionals and network administrators describes installation, configuration and administration of BlackBerry Enterprise Server for Microsoft Exchange, with detailed information on planning and implementing BlackBerry Enterprise Server deployment. It also provides background information on the BlackBerry architecture, security,...
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Joomla! CashPackt Publishing, 2007
So you want to be an entrepreneur? Or maybe you already are one. Maybe you want to earn some extra cash, but don't have the time to setup an eBay® store. Whatever the case is, this book is for you.

As a young man, I always dreamed of running my own business and being in control of my business destiny. Well, that dream is not only...
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Disaster Recovery using VMware vSphere Replication and vCenter Site Recovery ManagerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn to deploy and use vSphere Replication 5.5 as a standalone disaster recovery solution and to orchestrate disaster recovery using vCenter Site Recovery Manager 5.5


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to deploy and use vSphere Replication as a standalone disaster recovery solution.
	
		Configure SRM...
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Oracle Database 10g High Availability with RAC, Flashback, and Data Guard (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004
Attain real solutions for current availability challenges. Based on a “DBA-centric” approach to High Availability,Oracle Database 10g High Availability concentrates on explaining 10g technologies and practices to database administrators, covering general availability, real application clusters (RAC), disaster planning and...
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Deploying Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 3.0 with Windows Server 2003 Terminal ServicesSyngress Publishing, 2005
PLAN, INSTALL, CONFIGURE, SECURE, OPTIMIZE AND TROUBLESHOOT! Citrix MetaFrame is the de facto standard for hosting and delivering applications from Windows-based servers. Citrix MetaFrame Presentation Server 3.0 is optimized for performance under Windows Server 2003, particularly Terminal Services. This book covers all the topics...
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Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Current, essential IT networking skills--made easy!


	Thoroughly revised to cover the latest technologies, this practical resource provides you with a solid foundation in networking fundamentals. Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition discusses wired and wireless network design, configuration, hardware, protocols,...
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Designing Hyper-V SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Deploy Microsoft Virtualization and VDI solutions using real-world Hyper-V configurations


	About This Book

	
		Get acquainted with the basics of Windows Server Hyper-V 2012 R2 and understand how to efficiently design a highly available virtualization solution
	
		Assess your physical server...
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Software Testing (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2005
Software Testing is the book for new or aspiring software testers interested in learning about this crucial part of the software development process. The complexity and size of today's software makes writing bug-free code extremely difficult, even for highly experienced programmers. Couple that with our increasing reliance on software for...
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Configuring and Troubleshooting Windows XP ProfessionalSyngress Publishing, 2001
The thing about Windows XP Professional is, users love it. It has a slick interface and it behaves far more intelligently and predictably than some of its predecessors. The new system of software registration aside, Windows XP surely is the most highly acclaimed Microsoft...
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IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information AssetsMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Plan for and manage an effective IT audit program using the in-depth information contained in this comprehensive resource. Written by experienced IT audit and security professionals, IT Auditing: Using Controls to Protect Information Assets covers the latest auditing tools alongside real-world examples, ready-to-use checklists, and...
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